
For more information about Hockey NSW’s Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) response visit hockeynsw.com.au

CHECKLIST
TECHNICAL OFFICIAL

YES   NOFULL NAME:    ______________________________________

PRE MATCH
1. I will, where possible, avoid carpools with people from different household 

groups.

2. I will, if using public transport, follow recommended advice by local health 
authorities to stay safe

3. I will ensure any personal equipment (stop watch, pens, stick rings, water 
bottle etc.) are cleaned before getting to the ground. They will NOT to be 
shared under any circumstance

4. I will arrive to the field as late as possible to allow for a successful match 
– no earlier than 30 minutes before start time. I will be dressed with all 
equipment before coming to the field

5. I will wait until officials from the previous match have left the technical 
bench. Use the designated entry and exit points for officials at each field. 
These should be different from teams if possible

6. I will clean all surfaces in the tech bench before laying out any equipment

7. I am aware of any COVID-19 safety rule changes and/or directives 
implemented by the relevant competition committee for the match I 
am going to officiate in. E.G. coin toss regulations, players protective 
equipment, spitting/bushman’s blow, etc. I have made teams aware of 
these changes through the captain or manager

https://www.hockeynsw.com.au/info-hub/covid-19-resources/
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DURING MATCH

POST MATCH

8. I will limit time spent moving between team benches. If possible all 
correspondence should be through the manager who may be asked to 
come out of their bench to see TO when required

9. I understand suspended players should be situated in their own team 
dugouts and not on communal chairs or in the tech bench. Technical 
Official will still time these and direct player when they can re-enter 
match. 

10. I will avoid shaking hands with players, coaches and other officials after a 
match. Alternatives include elbow tap, nods, etc.

11. I will follow guidelines and directives from the relevant competitions 
committee for the match I am officiating in, in regards to the completion 
of match cards and information. I understand this may be done 
electronically and I may need to submit a separate report to verify match 
details

12. I will vacate the tech bench as quickly as possible once the match 
concludes to allow the officials for the next match to enter

13. I will clean all my equipment at home after all matches to avoid cross 
contamination

https://www.hockeynsw.com.au/info-hub/covid-19-resources/

